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DREAMS of the FUTURE
I tend to dream regularly many different themes. If stressed I become under attack the
last instant from a huge giant. He came to club me, but I swam under his legs twisting
and turning in the water. Then I laughed as I awoke on the floor having fallen out of bed
wrapped in my duvet. The incident was not meaningless something was annoying me it
could have been the 5% rise on the Council tax that is indeed a cause for stress. Now
and then in all our lives there comes a serious dream that predicts a future event. It
happens regularly, but we all tend to forget. One of the previous episodes I remembered
was quite alarming suspended in the air in total darkness my body moved down into an
aircraft cabin. All was quiet and peaceful as l looked around. Suddenly, the aircraft
started to fall slowly away and passing through the ceiling section saw it continue until it
disappeared into the darkness. The calmness overwhelmed me no one knew it was
going slowly down. I can only attribute it to the A330 that disappeared eighteen months
later in a slow stall because of a lack of airspeed-horizon indicators, and the third pilot
was pulling the right joystick back.
I decided from there to try and document any important dreams and eliminate the silly
ones. The first one has now arrived. On the 5th May 2018 in the early morning just
before waking came a startling vision challenging to interpret because it was in a kind of
slow motion. Two aircraft collide both with wing damage one disappears and the other
spirals to earth with one survivor.
Please make a note of this for future reference remembering that if the dream came
true, it could be any time up to two years before it happens. I am always interested in
any night visions that you may have, but unless you document it as soon as you awake,
you will have forgotten. Pop into my site through the year to hear of any more and any
comments through admin@robinghoward.co.uk.

Please return to the site and brouse through my books.
There are a few special offers so enjoy yourself.

